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ABSTRACT: Prayer is the most beautiful manifestation of worship in the form of commands from God and
His Messenger to mankind is inexpensive. Prayer is the most fundamental disciplines affection and love
between people and Allah is most great. Prayer is light-hearted, fun, heart, mental health and social life.
Due to the existence of a strong man in the kingdom is together. No act as prayer, not the man to the right
and true. There is gold, minus prayer, barren and those who are unfamiliar with the culture of prayer,
spiritual poverty, live. Columns and pillars prayer of faith, precious, beautiful, deepest and simplest means
of communicating with God, most diverse, and most virtuous The most common worship, prophetic eye,
blasphemy and faith boundaries, the perfection and Salvation, the fruit of righteous government, human
inhibitor of prostitution and vice, and the religious symbol, is mentioned.
Keywords: Mental health, prayer, community, thought.
INTRODUCTION
Prayer is the most beautiful manifestation of worship in the form of the commands of God and His Messenger to
mankind is inexpensive. According to the verses of the Qur'an, human nature tends to theism and deism is. To
achieve this goal, the worship of God is necessary and inevitable. The ritual of worship in the history of human life in
its various forms has been shown. Establish a relationship with a man humbly worship the Creator. Although there
is no law without the ability to derive prayer prayers have differences. Undoubtedly, the task of constant prayer in the
Holy Qur'an and fixed every man knows and says: Verily the prayers are enjoined on believers at fixed times. The
purpose of this paper is to satiety after glancing at the Imam Khomeini Educational and practical manner the
importance of prayer, to cite examples of his statements during the revolution earlier this divine obligation to analyze
the content of the speech utilizes verses, sayings and traditions, too.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Prayer supreme sacrifice
In the prayer of sufficient magnitude larger than that between worship and prayer, worship is not found, Because
the current worship and the worship of worship, including a promise, and it currently includes acts of worship is
worship of bowing and prostration, and resurrection, And worship and the promises it contains reading and recitation
of the rosary and the divine teachings of all four pillars of education Takbir and Praises to God is clean and spacious,
And consists of all the angels worship circle some of them in their worship of mass uprisings and some bowing and
prostration. Merchants brought about prayer Imam said, "Mirzayeh Shirazi ever since the problem was solved in the
markets. If a time of ill-treatment by the government of the Qajar era scholars Tehran wanted to go, The market was
closed and that they would repent and beg them to keep their world. The various segments of the market that should
be given proper attention and do stuff and build their mosques and mosques stuff of their populations. I saw it in
Sunni countries in the Hijaz called the noon prayer when the market is closed or keep them open, and police and go
to Masjid Al Nabawi Mosque for prayer or prayer (Anonymous. 1982). The Quran, on the Friday Prayers, says: O
believers! When you are called to prayer on Friday, hasten to the remembrance of Allah and leave your trading
(Gharati, M. 2009). Again says lucrative business deals, as well as entertainment in vain, should not deter you from
prayer and lead the congregation of worshipers and Friday preacher lay abandoned and alone. "The following story
is the revelation of the verse above. Friday Sermon of the Prophet read the cynic with a number of other merchants
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traded commodity after another in the evening they came to sell their goods. People who are praying and listening
to the sermon are of the Prophet who came to the caravan and work to the point where all the people of Medina to
buy needed goods such as wheat, flour and other commodities rushed. at the time that this verse descended the
Prophet said: "If you closed your heart to pray for the few who did not, of course, the people of stones falling from
the sky" and then began to recite verses (Karami, 1999). Friday Prayers Imam to visit the great blessings of Islam
and revolution are: "You guys take care of the Friday Prayers. The Islamic Republic, which is also the blessings of
God, is promoted political tradition. So that all foreigners have noticed that I stay Insha'Allah (Anonymous. 1982).
One of the blessings of this movement and the revolution is bringing the Friday Prayers. The Friday Prayers in Islam
and mosques were in such a situation You can see how much they were contented hands of traitors who unfortunately
fell gradually to a tribe of Muslims at Friday prayers aside And other tribes who have brought their problems to a
very limited and almost empty and the advice ended. Friday Prayers at the head of all the people in this prejudice is
not that complex. Jabir Abdullah Ansari said the people before they die, and return to God before it is busy, you
deserve to work with haste, and remember Allah much, and almsgiving is secretly and publicly, Communicate among
themselves and he has given you, help you, So it is in the life and death of belittling or deny leave me, God bless her
and not provide distress and his dispersion has put (Rashedi, H. 2001). Imam Ali, the blessings of prayer sermon
about 199 Nahjolbalagheh says prayers to all of man relaxes eyes submissive and obedient returns to subdue the
rebellious ego, arrogance and noble hearts soften and blur a. When fear and anxiety, loneliness, intimacy and
affection that will cause your memory (Karami, A., 1999). In this regard, Imam Khomeini said: "The Muslim armies
went out of mosques, the Friday Prayers when the foot was on the Friday Prayers tribes were mobilized to fight the
enemies of Islam, mosques headquarters. They harmed the Church (Anonymous. 1982). During the prayer, the unity
of the Islamic community in goals is thoughts, beliefs, words and deeds to be shown. Prayer is role in creating unity,
their empathy and attunement. Anyone with a prayer and the prayers are with one hand. All one goal in mind and a
talk is on language. All of the Amir arrived and welcomes guests in a home of their own heart. All in a single line,
located to the ranks of prayer, not up and down. Arm in arm, shoulder to shoulder all the time, all standing, bending,
prostrating, sitting, standing together in harmony and to practice humility, empathy, sympathy, harmony, unison and
partnership working. All the brothers are together and pray together. All the good and happiness of both worlds to
seek is God. Negate all differences and strengthen unity, insist. For each of the two horizons are close together, the
better the odds that two low will pray with all its features so that if the prayer is recited, how the alliance will not be
resolved (Gharati, 2009). The mission of the Friday Prayers spread a source of evil in society and this important
mission is largely responsible for the Friday preacher. Friday preacher of God's praise and honor and peace to the
Prophet PBUH bit of virtue and righteousness among the first word that comes to people, inviting them to virtue. His
sermons are advised to piety begins with the song and the song is pleasing to the ear, should be sounding speech
from start to finish. Imam Khomeini written book, on "the Friday Prayers" is obligatory in both states on Friday
preacher's sermon, praise God in the here and send blessings on the Prophet peace be upon him and his progeny.
And also in the Sermon on safety and precaution in the second sermon advise people to piety. Ayatollah Khamenei,
in a part of his speech addressing the nation's imams, and says: "I think one of the most difficult things to put in
charge of our imams, is that of all the hard work the same thing. Virtue is so important that the Friday prayer sermon
at Friday Prayers, should invite people to observe piety. Imam Sadeq said Friday prayer sermon read while standing.
Praise God gives Sana'i first and then the duty of prayer and piety recommended. Find the plight of Muslims, Muslim
conflicts in the sermon should be discussed and resolved there. Friday Prayers devotional worship, but that is
incorporated in the policy (Anonymous. 1982). Fazl-Ebn Shazan, the Imam Reza narrated that the Prophet said:
Sermon on Friday to be followed Who attended the Friday Prayers and public forums The Imam of the Muslims an
opportunity that Allah wanted to give them advice And to encourage obedience to God hive of sin frighten them
become aware of the interest of religion and his world And what of the world's most important news and events that
income people to get their information (Sadduq, 1993).
CONCLUSION
In fact, the opening and closing of faith in prayer is faith, the fruit of which is this verse: heirs who inherit paradise,
and they will abide. Prayer is the most important social consequences, maintaining social cohesion and solidarity,
the primacy of collective interests over individual interests, to protest against the status quo and are invited to check
the desired status of the population, people-oriented, peace and security, maintaining the value and traditions,
discipline and discipline is. These functions are effective in achieving freedom and social justice. The effect of
inhibition of prostitution and prayers from the Koran is denied. Prayer reminds the presence of God and thus
undermine the deterrent function is improper. Prayer is indeed a practical person with a lot of social functions.
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